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Pretty
Twisted

DOUBLE UP
“Adding a roll to a style
takes it from basic to boss,”
says Baldwin, New York, hair-
stylist Stacey Ciceron. A combi-
nation of sleekness and structure
takes these pigtail puffs into grown-up
territory. Ciceron parted the hair from
just above the middle of the right eye-
brow to the left corner of the back of the
head. She used a bit of edge control around
the perimeter of each ponytail section
to tame flyaways and to enhance the
slickness. After securing each pony with
an elastic band, she back-combed the
loose hair to give each roll a little extra
cushioning (you can skip this step if you
desire less volume). She smoothed the
top layer of the back-combed hair with
a brush and hair spray. Wrapping the
hair around her fingers like a pin
curl, she secured it with bobby pins
onto the base of the ponytail
and spritzed with a touch
more hair spray to keep
the roll in place. HAIR
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THE NEXT WAVE
Highlights undeniably add

dimension tobeachwaves.After
a rough blow-dry, Ciceron took

one-inch panels of hair, spritzed
them with hair spray and a thermal
protectant, and wrapped each panel
around a 3⁄4-inch-barrel curling iron.
For more volume and to achieve a
natural wave, alternate the direction that
each section is curled. “One important
thing to keep in mind when wrapping
the hair around the iron is to leave the
ends out,” says Ciceron. “Stop when
there’s about one to two inches

left.” Once the curls are complete,
gather the hair from the bangs

and roll it away from the face.
Secure with bobby pins.w

HAIR : UP & AWAY
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ROLL WITH IT
Work in sections to get the
best results with this style.
Ciceron parted the hair into
four horizontal segments to form
ponytails. With a few dabs of
edge control and a brush, she
smoothed the sides to elimi-
nate visible parts. Starting at
the forehead, the stylist rolled
and tucked the hair from each
section into the next creating
the illusion of one continuous
roll. She secured with bobby
pins as she twisted, leaving
the last ponytail (at the
nape) loose. w
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HAIR : UP & AWAY

“Healthy hair is always in style.” That has long been the mantra for Stacey Ciceron (@staceyciceron).
Having crafted exquisite dos for such famous faces as Oscar winner Lupita Nyong’o and Victoria’s Secret
models Chanel Iman and Joan Smalls, Ciceron continues to be a leader in creative styling.

TEXTURED
TWIST
“Every woman needs to
have this look in her arsenal,
whether it’s for a hot, humid day,
a workout, a girls’ night out or the
red carpet,” says Ciceron. It’s suit-
able for any texture and most hair
lengths. Begin with a side part. The
deeper the part, the more dramatic
the outcome. Smooth down any
flyaways at the hairline. French-braid
strands loosely from the start of
the right eyebrow around to the
far left bottom corner of the head.
Use a tiny elastic band to keep the
end of the braid from unraveling.
Tuck the length of the braid under
the top braid, and secure with
bobby pins. Pull the folds
apart slightly to up the
visual interest. £
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